SNAP-ON TRIM - SERIES 500TS WITH 1 1/2" TRIM FOR A 4-7/8" PARTITION

A: TRACK AT DRYWALL HEADER
   Scale: Half   Dwg File: FS500TS150-01

B: TRACK AT DRYWALL HEADER/SIDELIGHT
   Scale: Half   Dwg File: FS500TS150-01

C: INTERMEDIATE HORIZONTAL MULLION
   Scale: Half   Dwg File: FS500TS150-01

D: SILL
   Scale: Half   Dwg File: FS500TS150-01
SNAP-ON TRIM - SERIES 500TS WITH 1 1/2" TRIM FOR A 4-7/8" PARTITION

E) CASED OPENING JAMB WITH SIDELIGHT
Scale: Half  Dwg File: FS500TS150-02

F) CASED OPENING JAMB WITH WALL STARTER
Scale: Half  Dwg File: FS500TS150-02

G) INTERMEDIATE VERTICAL MULLION
Scale: Half  Dwg File: FS500TS150-02

H) CASED OPENING JAMB
Scale: Half  Dwg File: FS500TS150-02
SNAP-ON TRIM - SERIES 500TS WITH 1 1/2" TRIM FOR A 4-7/8" PARTITION

INTERMEDIATE VERTICAL MULLION

SILL WITH SILL STARTER
SNAP-ON TRIM - SERIES 500TS WITH 1 1/2" TRIM FOR A 4-7/8" PARTITION

1/4" Glass = Part # 0130
3/8" Glass = Part # 0131
1/2" Glass = Part # 0132

GLAZING VINYL OPTIONS

Scale: Not to Scale  Dwg File: FS500TS150-06